
GROUP - B

5. Distinguish between less developed and developed economics.

7. Explain the meaning of the unorganized sector?

8. What is the role of public sector in indian industrialization? Is it still relevant?

SSC BOARD EXAM

SUB:  SOCIAL STUDIES - II ANNUAL EXAM

SECTION  -I (MARKS: 5 x 2 =10)

(   MODEL PAPER  )

I. ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS FROM THE FOLLOWING BY CHOOSING ATLEAST TWO QUESTIONS FROM EACH GROUP.

PART A
MAX. MARKS :35

6. Explain a various programmes launched by the government for promotion of employment.

GROUP - A

1. What are the extreme places of our land frontiers?

2. How many seasons are recognised in india.what are they?

3. What are important measures of soil conservation?

4. Why are the means of transport and communication called the life lines of a country?

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

SECTION  -III (MARKS: 4 x4  =16)

15. What are the advantages of road transport system?

16. Why the location of suger industry is strictly confine to very close viscinity of sugar cane 
growing area?

17. Explain the historical significance of the hyderabad?

18. Give the important advantages of mumbai to become the larges port in the country?

Define poverty line ?

8. What is the role of public sector in indian industrialization? Is it still relevant?

SECTION  -II (MARKS: 4 x 1 =4)
II.ANSWER ANY FOUR FROM THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.                                                                                                

What is a dun? Give examples from the himalayan region.

Name the four atomic minerals?

What is an industrial region?

What is economic planning?

What is an organized sector?

III.ANSWER ANY TWO QUESTIONS FROM EACH GROUP.                                           
GROUP - A 

23.

24.

SECTION  -IV (MARKS: 1 x 5 =5)
IV. ANSWER ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING.

Locate the following places in the outline of  India map ? 

Locate the following places in the outline of India map ? 
1) BHAKRA NANGAL PROJECT 2) N.H.1 3) KANDLA SEAPORT 4) RIVER KOSI 5) RAIPUR

1) N.H.7 2) TUTICORIN SEAPORT 3) HIRAKUD PROJECT 4) MINIKOY ISLANDS 5) RIVER KOSI

20. Distinguish various economic systems?

21. What is the role of banking and financial institutions in india? Will privatization help in 
realizing the objectives?

22. What are the general and specific objectives of planning in india?

19. Differentiate involuntary and voluntary unemployment? What is the relevance of disguised 
unemployment to india?

18. Give the important advantages of mumbai to become the larges port in the country?

GROUP - B
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